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From a Frobenius group G = N x 0 ff~ with kernel N and complement 4, one can sometimes 
construct new balanced incomplete block designs by taking as blocks the translations in N of 
blocks made from the union of the nontrivial orbits of • of a and -a  in N together with the 
trivial orbit {0}. 
1. Introduction 
Techniques and results of constructing balanced incomplete block designs from 
a Frobenius group were summarized in [2]. These techniques and results grew out 
of observing that the sets Na + b of a planar near-ring (N, +, .) usually have a 
geometric interpretation. This observation was first illustrated in [1]. In this same 
work, one notices that sometimes the sets N{a,-a} + b also have geometric 
interpretations. The purpose of this paper is to show that this observation also 
leads to a method of constructing new balanced incomplete block designs from 
Frobenius groups. 
2. Notation and terminology 
Background material, terminology, and notation used in this paper are 
consistent with that in [2]. 
We start with a Frobenius group G = N x o ~ with kernel N and complement 
• . We shall think of • as a group of fixed point free automorphisms of the group 
N, and the operation of N, for theoretical development, w~ll be written additively 
by +. For 0 ~ a e N, the set ~(a) = {q~(a) [q~ ~ ~} is just the orbit of • and has 
cardinality equal to that of ~. It will be convenient also to define ~0(a) = ~(a) U 
{0}, ~*(a) = ~(a) U ~( -a ) ,  and ~(a)  = ~(a) tJ {0} U ~( -a ) .  For 0 =~ a ~ N, 
we call ~(a)  a basic block of type II, and the sets ~ ' (a )+ b = {a '+ b la'e 
• ~(a)} are called blocks of type II. Let ~1" = {~(a)+b lO~a eN, beN}. We 
shall see, under certain attainable conditions, that (N, ~*, e) will be a balanced 
incomplete block design. 
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3. Deve lopment  
The conditions on G = N Xo 4 that make (N, ~*, ~) a balanced incomplete 
block design are the following: 
(1) fo rO~aeN,  40(a)f3 4o( -a )= {0}; 
(2) for O~a eN,  4J(a) is not a subgroup of (N, +); 
(3) for each ~ ~ 4) the map a--.a + cp(a) is a bijection on N. 
For an example, let N = Zx3, the integers modulo 13. Now (Z13, +, ") is a field 
and Z1"3 = Z13 - {0} is a multiplicative group of order 12, and it has a subgroup 
4)' = {1, 3, 9} of order 3. The elements of 4 '  define a group of automorphisms 4 
of the group (Z13, +) and these automorphisms are fixed point free. So the 
obvious semidirect product Z~-3 x o 4) is a Frobenius group with kernel N = Z~3 
and complement 4). It is direct to see that conditions 1-3 above are met. There 
are two basic blocks of type II, namely 4~(1) = {1, 3, 9, 0, 12, 10, 4} and 
4~(2) = {2, 6, 5, 0, 11, 7, 8}. One can now readily compute the blocks ~* and 
check that (Z~-3, ~*, ~) is a balanced incomplete block design with parameters 
v = 13, b = 26, r = 14, k = 7 and ). = 7. With efficiency given by the formula 
E = Av/(rk), we have, in this case, E = 13/14 - 0.928. 
We now proceed to demonstrate that (N, ~*, e) is a balanced incomplete 
block design if conditions (1)-(3) are met. We shall need 
Lemma 1. 4~(a) + b = 4~(a') + b' if and only if b = b' and 4~(a) = 4~(a'). 
Proof. One way is trivial. So let us assume that 4~(a) + b = 4~(a') + b'. Then 
4~(a)+(b-b ' )=4~(a ' )  
and 
(1) 
4~(a')  + (b ' -  b) = 4~(a). (2) 
If b = b', we are finished, so we need only consider the case that b =/= b'. 
From (1) we get b - b' e 4~(a'),  hence b - b' ~ 4o(a') or b - b' ~ 4o( -a ' ) .  If 
b - b' ~ 40(a'), then b' - b ~ 40( -a ' ) ,  and if b - b' ~ 4o( -a ' ) ,  then b' - b e 
40(a'). Since b - b' ~ 0, we have 4J (b  - b') = 4~(a'). A dual argument gives us 
4 J (b '  - b) = 4~(a). But 4~(b - b') = 4~(b' - b), hence 4~(a) = 4~(a').  Now 
(1) and (2) become 
4~(a)  = 4~(a)  + (b - b') = 4~(b  - b'), 
and 
(3) 
(4) 4~(a)  = 4~'(a) + (b ' -  b) = 4~(b  - b'). 
Applying/~ e 4 to (3) and (4) we get 
4~(a) = 4~(a) +/z(b - b') (5) 
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and 
O~(a) = O~(a)+/z (b ' -  b )= Og'(a)+ #( - (b -  b')). (6) 
Equations (5) and (6) show that OJ(a) is closed with respect o addition, hence 
O~(a) is a subgroup of N, which we do not allow. Thus b = b'. [] 
So far, what do we know about (N, ~3", • )? We know, if B, B'  • J3*, then 
these blocks have 21 • I + 1 elements, where IS I denotes the cardinality of a set S. 
So our parameter k = 21 • I + 1. 
If N* -N-{0},  then N* is a disjoint union N*= O*(al)U---UO*(at).  If 
IN l=v,  then since each IO*(ai)1--21OI, we have 21OI t=v-1 ,  and so t= 
(v - 1)/21ol = (v - 1)/(k - 1). 
For x • N, let Ix] denote the number of blocks of type II that contain x. For a 
given O~(a), as y varies through N, x will occur in exactly k = 21 • I + 1 of the 
blocks O~(a) + y. The reason for this is that for each u • O~(a), there is a unique 
y,, • N such that u + Yu = x. Distinct u's have distinct yu's. This gives 
Lemma 2. Ix] = kt  = k (v  - 1)/ (k  - 1). 
For x, y • N, x #f y, let Ix, y] denote the number of blocks (of type II) that 
contain x and y. 
Lemma 3. [x, y] = [0~ y - x]. 
Proof .  If x, y • O~(a) + b, then y = 0(a) + b or y = t~(-a) + b for some ~ • • 
or tp = 0. So y - x = tp(a) + (b - x) or y - x = tp(-a)  + (b - x), which means 
that y - x • OD(a) + (b - x). 
Also, x=~' (a )+b or x=tp ' ( -a )+b for suitable q~'•O or q~'=0, so 
0= t~'(a) + (b - x) or 0 = tp ' ( -a )  + (b - x). Hence 0, y - x • Og(a) + (b - x). 
Conversely, if 0, y - x • Og(a) + b, then x, y • O~(a) + (b + x). This gives our 
desired bijection. [] 
Lemma 4. I f  z #~0, then [0, z] = 21ol + 1 = k. Hence, Z = k. 
Proof .  Now 0 and z belong to each of Og(z) and Og(z) + z, and these blocks are 
distinct by Lemma 1. The map a--~ a + a is bijective, so there is a unique az such 
that Z=az+az .  So O, ze  O~(az)+az  and we have three distinct blocks 
containing 0 and z. 
Define tb = {4 [ q~ • • or -4  • O} - {1, -1};  i.e., tb is all the elements of • 
together with their additive inverses, with 1 and -1  excluded. So 14 1 = 21o l -  2. 
We will soon see that there is a bijection between tb and the remaining blocks 
containing 0 and z. This will make [0, z] = (21OI-  2) + 3 = 21OI + 1 = k. 
For ~ • O, ~ ~ 1, there is a unique a,  • N - {0} such that z = O(a,)  - a~, and 
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0, z • ~(a~, )  -a~.  This is because tp - 1 is bijective. So, associate ~(a~)  -a ,  
with 4.  
For -3`•~,  -3`:/ :1,  there is a unique bt•N-{0} such that - z=bt+ 
(-3`)(bt), therefore z = 3`(bx) - bt and 0, z • ~(bx) - bt. Associate t/'J(bt) - bt 
with 3`. 
We now have a map from ~ to be the blocks containing 0 and z. We can 
combine the above two paragraphs and say that for # • ~,  there is a well defined 
a~, •N-{0} such that 0, z • ~ J (a~, ) -a , .  We now proceed to see that the 
correspondence # ~ ~(a~, )  - a, is injective. 
If ~(a,) -a~,= ~(at)-ax,  then Lemma 1 tells us that a ,  =at  and 
• g(a , )  = ~0(at). There are three cases to consider: 
(i) tp, 3. • ~;  
(ii) - tp, - 3. • ~;  and 
(iii) q~ • • and -Z  • ~. 
For case (i), z = tp(a~,)- a¢ = 3, (at) -  at, so ~p(a~,)= 3,(at)= 3,(a4,) since a~ = 
at. Consequently,  a~, = tp-13,(a~,). Since a~, ~ 0, we get tp-13, = 1 and tp = 3,. 
For case (ii), z = tp(a,) - a~ = 3.(at) - at, so ( - tp)(a¢)  = (-3`)(a4,) and - tp = 
-3` as above. Thus tp = 3`. 
For case (iii), z = tp (a~) -a ,  = 3` (a t ) -a t ,  and tp(a~) = 3,(a,). Hence a ,  = 
3,-ltp(a~). This puts 0 :/: a ,  • ~(a , )  ~ ~( -a~)  = {0}, a contradiction. 
So, all the ~(a~) -  a ,  are distinct. The set ~, yields 21 2 distinct blocks in 
~*.  We shall see now that ~(z ) ,  ~(z )+ z and @~(az)+ az are distinct from 
the ~(a , ) -  a~,. From Lemma 1, we easily get that ~(z )  is. If @~(z)+ z = 
@~(a~)-a,, then z=-aq, and z=cp(a~,)-ae~=cp(-z)+z, so q~( -z )=0,  
which cannot be. So ~(z)+z  is distinct. Finally, suppose @~(az)+az = 
• ~(a , ) -  a, ,  so tp(a~)= az =-a~.  I f - tp  • t/,, then -4  = 1, a contradiction. If 
tp • q,, then -a ,  • ~(a , )  ~ ~( -a , )  = {0}, a contradiction. So ~(a~)  + az is 
distinct. We already have that q~J(z), ~ J (z )  + z, and ¢I'~(az) +az are distinct. So 
now ~*  has at least 21 ~1 + 1 distinct blocks. 
Now we will show that there are no other blocks of ~*  containing 0 and z. If 0, 
z • ~(a)  + b, and b = 0, then ~(a)  = ~(z ) .  Suppose 0, z • ~(a)  + b and 
b :/: 0. Then 0 = tp(a) + b for some tp • ~, or 0 = q~(-a) + b for some - tp  • ,/~. 
This means tp ( -a )  =b or tp(a)= b, in which case ~(a)= ~(b)  and ~g(a)+ 
b = @~(b) + b. We have already accounted for the case where b = z and b = az. 
So, we assume b~O, b~z and b~a,. If z=3,(-b)+b=3,(-b)-( -b)  for
3, • tb, then -b  = at. If z = 3,(b) + b and 3, • tb, then z = ( -3 , ) ( -b )  - ( -b ) ,  and 
so -b  = a_x. For the last two cases, we have already accounted for these blocks. 
Certainly z :/: l ( -b )  + b and z ~ ( -1 ) (b )  + b. If z -- l (b)  + b or z = ( -1 ) ( -b )  + 
b = b + b, then b = az, and we have accounted for these blocks. We have 
exhausted all possible ways to express z e ~(b)  + b, so we have accounted for 
all the blocks containing 0 and z. 
Al l  in all, if 0, z • ~(a)  + b, then ~(a)  + b is among ~(z ) ,  ~(z )  + z, 
• ~(a~) + a~, or is among the ~(a , )  - a ,  for q~ • tb. [] 
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At this point, we can summarize our results with the following 
Theorem. Let G = N x o 4 be a Frobenius group with kernel N and complement 
4. Suppose that 0 ~ a • N implies that 4o(a) n 40( -a )  = {0} and that 4~(a) is not 
a subgroup of N. Furthermore, suppose for each cp • 4 the map a--->a + cp(a) 
is a bijection of N. Then (N, ~*, •) is a balanced incomplete block 
design with parameters v = lNI,k= 3.= 214 I+1,  r=k(v -1 ) / (k -1 ) ,  and 
b = v(v - 1)/(k - 1), and with efficiency 
2v141 v(k -  1) 
E= 
(v - 1)(2141 + 1) - (v - 1)k" 
4. Appficafions 
We will apply our results to some of the Frobenius groups with nonabelian 
kernel, due to N. ItS, and described in [4, p. 499]. Let K = GF(p/) be a Galois 
field of order pr, p a prime. Let 
N= 1 a ,b ,c•K  , 
0 
a nonabelian group of order pal Let q be a prime divisor of tr  e - 1 with q i> 3. 
Then K has three distinct elements dl, dE, and d3, such that each d q = 1. Let 
C~ = d2 • 
0 d 3 
The group 4 '  = (o:) generated by cr is of order q, and if 1 :/: fl • 4 ' ,  then the 
map 
n ---> flnfl-: 
defines a fixed point free automorphism/~ of N, and distinct elements if 4 '  define 
distinct automorphisms. Let 4 = (/~ I fl • 4 '}.  
Now 2141 + 1 2q + 1. so, to be sure that no 4~(u)  is a subgroup, 
we need only ensure that (2q + 1) ;c p3:, or make sure 2q + 1 is not a power of p. 
For examples, 
(1) le tp=5,  f=2,  q=3,  or 
(2) le tp=7,  f=2,  q=19.  
To be sure that each 4o(u)n  4o( -U)= {0}, we need only ensure that 
(q + 1) 4-p 3/. Again, use the above values for p, f, and q. 
There remains to show that the map a--->a+cp(a) is a bijection. In our 
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situation here, this amounts to showing A~AflAf1-1 is bijective, or more simply 
injective, since N is finite. Suppose AflAf1-1 = XflXf1-1, where 
E ] E: :] 
l ab  lxy  
A= 0 1 c and X= 1 . 




f l=  d 2 0 , 
0 d 3 
i (did21 + 1)a (did31 + 1)b + d2d31ac] 
1 (d2d31 + 1)c ] 
0 1 
= Ii (dld21+l)Xol (d2d31(dld31+l)y+d2d31xz]+ ll)Z . 
If a :/:x, then did21+ 1 = 0, and so did21 has multiplicative order 2, which it 
does not. Hence a = x. Similarly c = z. We then concluded that (d~d31+ 1)b = 
(did31 + 1)y and so b = y. Hence AflAf1-1 = XflXf1-1 implies A = X and 
A-.-, AflAf1-1 is injective. So the conditions of the theorem are satisfied. 
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